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March, including a number of prominent activists and 
Afrikan-centered intellectuals.

Anthony Porter of Chicago, who spent 17 years on 
death row, spoke about his experience as an “innocent 
man ... two days from being executed, 23 hours a day 
in a cell, in a box.  Every time I get ready to take a 
shower they let me out for 15 minutes.  I’m shackled 
... from my hands to may ankles.  Two police behind 

“Free Mumia!  Free Mumia now!”  This 
was the constant refrain from the podium 
in front of Philadelphia (Richard Allen 

City), PA•s City Hall throughout the Millions For 
Mumia March and Rally on Saturday, April 24th.  
Sponsored by the International Concerned Family and 
Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal and other support 
groups, the March is a continuation of the strategy of 
informing the public about the tainted evidence, co-
erced testimony, and prosecutorial and judicial mis-
conduct that plagued Mumia’s 1982 trial, leading to 
his conviction and sentence of death.  As Mumia’s 
appeals run out, his supporters face the formidable 
adversaries of government opposition and public apa-
thy and ignorance.
 Tens of thousands of supporters turned out for the 
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The challenge has been made.  The gauntlet 
has been thrown.  In the wake of the consis-
tent charges of institutional racism, the 

chronic complaints of lack of support from the Afri-
kan masses, the unending lamentations of our refusal 
to abandon our crabs-in-a-barrel individualism and 
organize for the good of us all, a new organization 
dedicated to self-help, cooperative economics, col-
lective work and a uni-
fied voice to defend the 
rights of Afrikan-cen-
tered businesses and or-
ganizations is being 
formed.

The most recent of 
the Roundtable Dinner 
meetings, held at 
Teranga African Res-
taurant (20 West 21st 
Street) on Tuesday, May 
4th, featured the intro-
duction of the concepts 
and principles that will 
direct the new Afrikan-
Centered Business Coalition of Baltimore City.  
Previous meetings had dealt primarily with a variety 
of Afrikan-centered businesses discussing many of 
the issues that affect Black-owned businesses in gen-
eral and Afrikan-centered ones in particular, while 
also affording each the opportunity to introduce 
themselves to each other as well as to readers of 
KUUMBAReport.  The May 4th dinner continued 
that tradition, allowing us to meet some new entre-

preneurs and to continue the dialog with some regular 
participants.

Returning participants included the following:
- Bro. Lasana Bill Harvey, President of Pen-

Alternate Sounds and Probus Inc., as well as the 
Thursday evening radio voice of WEAA-88.9-FM’s 
The Magicbird Show (9 pm-12 midnight), has been a 
consistent supporter of these events.  His commitment 

to seeing the Coalition 
go forward has been 
demonstrated several 
times, including a trip 
to New York City with 
this writer to study an-
other Afrikan-cen-
tered coalition of 
businesses in the area 
of Bogolan-Brooklyn 
(See below).  Bro. La-
sana produces a 
weekly Drumsignal 
Calendar of Events 
which he broadcasts 
during his Thursday 

evening radio show as well as over the Internet via 
e-mail.  He can be contacted over the Internet at 
magicbird@netscape.net.  He was accompanied, as 
before, by Sis. Karen Nelson, poet, artist and aspiring 
businesswoman.
- Baba Fode Kande, proprietor of Teranga African 
Restaurant, was once again the gracious host.  As the 
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attendees enjoyed a Senegalese dinner of couscous, rice, chicken, 
fish, cabbage, beef, and Teranga•s by-now-famous peanut butter 
sauce, Bro. Kande regularly offered his perspectives on the state 
of business as has been handled, or mis-handled, by Afrikans 
born in America, in Afrika and in the diaspora.

The new attendees are always important, as they demonstrate 
that the message of the need for organization is reaching an ever 
wider audience.  The new faces at the Roundtable Dinner in-
cluded the following:

Sis. Delores Molock is a financial consultant who performs 
presentations for individuals and groups.  Among those organiza-
tions with whom she works is Primerica Financial Services.  
She can be reached at (410) 340-5200.

Bro. Omar Sabah represents Pre-Paid Legal Services, a 
service one might compare to life insurance for litigation.  The 
idea is to offer customers ready access to legal advice by having 
retained legal counsel on a consulting or stand-by basis.  Bro. 
Omar also provides social work services for Kinship Care.  He 
can be reached at (410) 566-5530.
 Bro. Sanifu Onaje Mwananchi, a onetime member of the 
Kawaida Community Project under Dr. Maulana Ron Karen-
ga, is now the Founder and Director of the National Center for 
African Communitarian Culture, which produces a seminar 
series on the history of Afrikan-American Nationalism (See the 
Ad Pages for more details on the seminar series).  Bro. Sanifu is 
an historian of Cultural Nationalism, Political Nationalism and 
Communitarian Nationalism.  Part One of his brief analysis of 
Afrikan-American Nationalism 
appears in this issue.  The National 
Center for African Communitarian 
Culture can be reached at (410) 
385-1251.

After the introductions and 
preliminary discussion of the na-
ture of the challenges faced by 
Afrikan-centered businesses, the 
primary purpose of the meeting 
was presented: to move from theo-
rizing about the problem and la-
menting the disadvantages under 
which Afrikan-centered busi-
nesses must labor to taking con-
crete action to alleviate these 
problems.  One of the most impor-
tant factors identified was the fact 
that our businesses do not work 
together.  The concepts of collec-
tive work and responsibility 
(Ujima) and cooperative econom-
ics (Ujamaa) are still foreign to too 
many of us, despite the fact that 
many of us observe the Kwanzaa 
celebration which cites these two 
important principles in its Nguzo 
Saba.   The task facing us at this 
point is: How to inspire this spirit 
of cooperation among Afrikan-
centered businesses?

The first step will be identifying these businesses and begin-
ning a dialog with them.  The Roundtable Dinners will hopefully 
accomplish this.  At these dinners in the future, the discussion 
about the state of Afrikan-centered business will be followed by 
the presentation of the plan of the new Afrikan-Centered Busi-
ness Coalition.  Some of the aims of this Coalition were stated in 
the previous issue of KUUMBAReport.  We will paraphrase 
them here.
(1) Network among Afrikan-centered businesses;
(2) Begin group fact-finding and information sharing;
(3) Establish a Code of Conduct for meetings and for everyday 
interactions with each other and the masses of the people;
(4) Establish or improve  mass-media outreach efforts;
(5) Infuse a sense of history and relevance to our endeavors;
(6) Arrange lectures, presentations, films, etc., for members and 
the public;
(7) Create a lobbying group to support and defend Afrikan-cen-
tered businesses and organizations;
(8) Provide a positive, vivid example to our people.
 

The first three goals are relatively easy to implement, at least 
at first.  Networking occurs at any business dinner or meet-

ing.  Maintaining that spirit is a matter of keeping in contact with 
those with whom we network.  Fact-finding can be accomplished 
simply  enough by sharing information we already have or come 
in contact with every day. At times, research at the library, over 
the Internet, or through purchase of magazines or books is 
needed.  And a Code of Conduct was presented in rough form to 
the attendees at this and previous dinners.

The overall attitude that the Coalition seeks to encourage 
includes the following:
**  The uplift of Afrikan people 
should be the overriding theme of 
meetings and projects.  “Doing 
well by doing good” is a phrase 
used often by George Fraser in 
his book about Afrikan-American 
networking, Success Runs In Our 
Race. 
** The primary emphasis in 
meetings will be on organiza-
tional business and programs, not 
simply on “selling to each other”.  
If the organization is run consci-
entiously and vigorously, success 
will come to the individual mem-
ber businesses as the organization 
succeeds in its mission.
**  An Afrikan-centered ideology 
of brother/sisterhood and mutual 
respect should be stressed as 
much as possible.  No one should 
“dominate” the proceedings.  
Opinions in debates are to be ex-
pressed with respect and without 
the name-calling which so often 
has spelled the destruction of 
many positive-minded organiza-
tions.  Whenever possible, deci-
sions should be made by seeking 
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a consensus as our Afrikan ancestors, as well as the original 
Native Americans, did.  This ideology will differ from a simply 
“Black” mindset in that we will avoid the trap of becoming “just 
another Eurocentric organization in blackface” which may prac-
tice the same habits which were used to oppress us, for a small 
group of •Negro Elites•.
 

AN INVITATION TO JOIN IN THE FIRST STEP

The Afrikan-Centered Business Coalition invites all interested 
businesses who share this vision to join it.  The immediate 

benefits of belonging to this organization will include the oppor-
tunity to network with other business professionals and owners 
who share the same concerns and the chance to participate in 
organized group fact-finding projects.  Members will share infor-
mation with each other that will save everyone valuable research 
time.  Representatives from a 
variety of business-related or-
ganizations such as the Small 
Business Administration will 
be invited to future meetings 
to provide information to 
members.  Events will be 
planned by the group to allow 
for greater outreach to the 
community.  A plan for media 
outreach will be developed; 
currently, KUUMBAReport 
is being made available as a 
media vehicle for the 
Coalition’s aims.

The next Roundtable meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, June 
1st at Teranga African Restaurant.  The $15.00 cost includes 
all-you-can-eat Senegalese cuisine and mention in the next issue 
of KUUMBAReport.  Previous attendees will be present.  
Businesses and individuals who agree that such an organization 
is needed are invited, even urged, to participate and to join with 
the new Afrikan-Centered Business Coalition.
 We want to once again thank Baba Fode Kande, proprietor 
of Teranga African Restaurant, for hosting this Roundtable 
Dinner.  (EDITOR’S NOTE: Teranga African Restaurant was 
located on 21st Street, between Charles St. And Maryland Ave-
nue, in Baltimore, until about 2001, and served Lunch and Din-
ner, complete with an all-you-can-eat buffet.  Yet another 
example of an Afrikan-centered business that was not able to 
flourish in this culture, Teranga African Restaurant is a reminder 
of the urgent need for organizations such as the Afrikan-Centered 
Business Coalition.  Our vision for Black-owned and -operated 
businesses that embraced Afrikan culture and morality, and not 
just the modern Western model of moneymaking, did not catch 

on in 1999, but it is our hope 
that, sometime in the future, 
those of us who truly hold 
Afrikan concepts of morality 
in out hearts will rekindle 
this fire, and that one of the 
sparks will be the example 
set by Baba Fode Kande 
and Teranga African Res-
taurant.)

Welcome to Bogolan

Four hours might seem to be an awfully long way to go to 
spend a couple of hours at a place and then drive four 
hours back home.  The invitation had been extended by 

Bro. Blackphut U-Ahk of EboniX Communications Newspa-
per in New York over a month before.  Eager for an opportunity 
to watch a possible model for the Afrikan-Centered Business 
Coalition in Baltimore, I made plans to attend this meeting to see 
how a coalition of Afrikan-centered organizations and businesses 
operates, especially since this one has been in existence for close 
to five years.

My friend and strong supporter of our Coalition idea for 
Baltimore, Bro. Lasana Bill Harvey, upon hearing of my plan to 
drive up to the area of Brooklyn, New York known as Bogolan, 
offered to accompany me on the journey.  We would return to 
Baltimore inspired to give the Coalition the same spirit as that 
which we found in “The Big Apple”.

The name “Bogolan” is derived from the Afrikan term 
“Bogolanfini” which is another name for the Afrikan mudcloth 
design which is currently so popular in various forms of attire.  
Citizens and activists in the area of Brooklyn, New York sur-
rounding Fulton Street chose this name for their immediate 
neighborhood.  Today, the Bogolan-Brooklyn area has spread out 
several blocks on either side of Fulton, with Caribbean, Afrikan 
and other businesses throughout the area.

In 1994, Bro. Bilal Muhammad, Bro. Erroll Louis and 

other local area businesspeople founded the Bogolan Merchants 
Association.  The purposes of the organization are to share infor-
mation among Bogolan merchants, to advocate on behalf of the 
merchants in dealings with City officials, to plan and implement 
cultural events in the Bogolan area, and to maintain a positive 
Afrikan-centered mindset.  Business owners of European descent 
are not excluded, as long as they are committed to the Associa-
tion•s vision, mission and programs.

Bro. Lasana and I arrived in Bogolan-Brooklyn at about 7:00 
pm, just in time for the meeting.  We were escorted in and 
introduced to the members by Bro. Blackphut as the meeting was 
getting underway.  Topics discussed included an upcoming Street 
Festival to highlight the Bogolan neighborhood and its vendors,  
the ongoing Membership Drive, the Association•s status as a 
tax-exempt entity, beautification projects, presentations by some 
of the members of possible program ideas, and a web page.  
Several things about the meeting were almost immediately no-
ticeable:
 1. All members were given the opportunity to air opinions, and 

were ready to offer suggestions and concerns.
 2. Differences of opinion were discussed, not argued.
 3. Although Bro. Bilal was chairing the meeting, his input was 

more to guide the meeting along instead of to exercise iron-
fisted control over the proceedings.
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 4. When a decision had to be made as to a course of action, Bro. 
Bilal impressed me early on with the question, •Can we come 
to a consensus on this issue?•  With a minimum of discussion, 
a consensus was indeed reached.  This is in stark contrast to 
the almost knee-jerk tendency of even our most Afrikan-
centered organizations to at times put issues up for a vote at 
the first opportunity, evidently unaware that concensus was 
the way our ancestors made decisions.

The meeting was held at Circle 4 at 694 Fulton Street, a 
cooperative venture between four Sisters who elected to pool 

their resources and run their businesses under one roof, an exam-
ple of cooperation among Afrikan people to bring prosperity to 
all.

After the meeting, Bro. Lasana and I sat with Bro. Bilal at one 
of the area restaurants, run by a native of Belize.  As we enjoyed 
lake trout, curry chicken and other dishes, we had the opportunity 
to talk further with Bro. Bilal about the Association and his 
involvement with it.

After establishing a thriving t-shirt business in the neighbor-
hood, in 1994 Bro. Bilal saw the need for Afrikan-centered 
businesses to organize.  Going from door to door, he proposed the 
idea of the Association to the local vendors and business owners 
and realized that there were many in the area who felt the same 
way.  Today, Bro. Bilal runs a flyer-distribution business as well 
as serving as the chairperson of the Association.  For an annual 
fee of $20.00, local businesses gain all the rights of membership.  

While non-member businesses in the Bogolan area do reap many 
of the benefits of the Association•s efforts, the member busi-
nesses are the ones who plan the programs, make the decisions, 
and thus have a direct voice in how the Association will affect the 
surrounding community through its work.

We were sufficiently impressed with the effort being put 
forward and the positive participation coming from the members  
of Bogolan that Kuumba Events and Communications and 
KUUMBAReport joined the Association.  We hope to attend 
future meetings and gain insights into how the new Afrikan-
centered Business Coalition could best work here in Baltimore.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Bogolan Merchants Association, is 
another example of what can be accomplished if we as Afrikan 
people make the commitment to truly live the Kwanzaa principles 
we love to espouse, and is a clear indication that there are those 
of us who are prepared to make this happen.  What these commit-
ted Afrikan-centered business owners need is support from the 
grassroots Pan-Afrikan public and enough others who are willing 
to band together to ensure that this cultural idea can indeed 
flourish.  We must all make a commitment to, as Ancestor 
Kwame Ture often said, “Organize!  Organize!  Organize!”  This 
sentiment does not simply apply to political organizing, but to 
establishing a true Pan-Afrikan Way Of Life in all that we do.  
We hope the idea of the Bogolan Merchants Association will be 
able to truly flourish one day, and if it is at all possible, we at 
KUUMBAReport hope to have an active hand in making this 
bright future come about.

Philadelphia Goes After the Black United Fund
PHILLY PAPER ATTACKS MUMIA LEGAL DEFENSE: 

PAM AFRICA CHARGES "GOVERNMENT TERRORISM"
By Greg Butterfield

Following the successful Millions for Mumia demonstra-
tion April 24 in Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Inquirer 
newspaper, city and state officials, and police groups have 

opened an attack aimed at undermining and discrediting political 
prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal's legal defense fund. 

A series of front-page articles written in late April and early 
May by Inquirer staff writers Monica Yant, Craig R. McCoy and 
Larry Fish claimed to be an expose of the relationship between 
Abu-Jamal's defense committee--International Concerned 
Family & Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal--and the Black 
United Fund of Pennsylvania. 

Pam Africa, the coordinator of International Concerned Fam-
ily & Friends, told Workers World that the articles were a direct 
response to the 25,000-to-30,000 strong demonstration on April 
24. The Millions for Mumia demonstration demanded no execu-
tion and a new trial for Abu-Jamal. 

“The pressure is turned up on them right now,” Africa said. 
“The government is feeling a lot of heat from around the world, 
so they have decided to step up the intimidation against Mumia's 
supporters. 

“The Philadelphia Inquirer has attacked me and the Black 
United Fund by name. This is not the first time they have tried to 
make an example of people who defy them.” 

Africa told Workers World that Pamela Jenkins has also 
been singled out for attack.  Jenkins was a witness to the Dec. 9, 

1981, incident that led to Mumia Abu-Jamal's conviction on 
charges of killing a white cop. In 1982, police threats forced 
Jenkins to testify against Abu-Jamal. Later, however, she came 
forward to say that he was not guilty. 

“Pamela Jenkins--after she appeared on the stage April 24, 
the police locked her up,” said Africa. 

“This is government terrorism,” she said. 
Africa knows some things about government terror. She is 

minister of confrontation for the MOVE organization, a group 
singled out for its militant advocacy of Black people's right to 
armed self-defense. 

Fourteen years ago--on May 13, 1985--the Philadelphia Po-
lice Department bombed the MOVE house in a Black residential 
neighborhood. Some 62 homes in the surrounding area burned to 
the ground.

Eleven MOVE members--including five children--died. 
 

BLACK UNITED FUND RESPONDS

In step with the Inquirer’s smear campaign, Mayor Ed Rendell 
said the city may revoke its funding for BUF/PA because of the 

association with Abu-Jamal. He urged city employees to stop 
making contributions to the group unless it renounces Abu-Jamal.

State officials have threatened to strip the Black United Fund 
of Pennsylvania of its tax-exempt status. 

“The mayor told people not to fund BUF if they continue to 
support Mumia,” Africa explained. “But BUF is not backing 
down.”

The following article is reprinted with permission from the May 27, 1999 issue of Workers World newspaper.
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Linda Waters Richardson, president of BUF/PA, said: “The 
board of directors, staff and management of the Black United 
Fund of Pennsylvania make no apologies and are proud to help 
support and sustain programs, events and organizations that are 
working to strengthen African Americans.  We are committed to 
and will continue our mission to empower African American 
communities throughout Pennsylvania.” 

In an April 27 statement, Waters Richardson explained the 
fund’s relationship to International Concerned Family & Friends, 
showing that BUF is in full compliance with laws governing 
tax-deductible charities. 

According to the statement, while “BUF/PA provides grants 
and technical assistance to non-profit organizations committed to 
improving conditions in African American communities,” its 
relationship to Abu-Jamal’s legal defense is different.

BUF/PA simply manages tax-exempt donations made by 
individuals to International Concerned Family & Friends. It does 
not funnel any city funds or other contributions to Abu-Jamal’s 
defense. 

International Concerned Family & Friends is one of BUF/
PA’s many donor advised programs. Others include Black 
Women’s Health Project, African Americans for Justice Against 

Texaco, Roxanne Jones Memorial Fund, Million Woman March, 
Uptown Cultural District Group and College for Kids. 

BUF/PA programs benefit the whole community. So Mayor 
Rendell’s threat to cut off funding has caused an uproar there. 

“BUF has got a lot more support than the government expect-
ed,” said Africa. “It’s forcing people to stand up. 

“We’re having a two-day work meeting to bring people up to 
date on Mumia’s case on May 29 and 30 in Philadelphia,” she 
said. “The meeting will help people get organized for the next 
steps and to understand the attack that is going on right now.”

The meetings will take place at 4601 Market St. on May 29 
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., and on May 30 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.  
and 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. For more information, readers can call the 
International Concerned Family & Friends at (215) 476-8812. 

Information and updates on Mumia Abu-Jamal's case are 
available on the web sites at www.peoplescampaign.org and 
www.mumia.org. 
 

(Copyleft Workers World Service: Everyone is permitted to copy and 
distribute verbatim copies of this document, but changing it is not 
allowed.  For more information contact Workers World, 55 W. 17 St., 
New York, NY 10011; via e-mail: ww@workers.org.)

Putting an exclamation point on the event’s program, a phone 
message from Mumia was broadcast as a greeting to the gathered 
throng:
 

“I greet you all, and thank you all, for coming here today.  
For perhaps the first time in our history, your presence 

here today proves that Philadelphia can truly become a City of 
Brotherly Love.  We stand today in support of life, in a city that 
is drunk with the drug of death.  We stand in a city that wages a 
quiet war against the poor by the wicked withdrawal of re-
sources for them.  It is a quiet war, which reveals its battle scars 
in the fractured, shattered buildings that line ghetto streets.  The 
Black captives of this war, shackled and manacled, choke this 
city’s prisons and jails; men and women who are, more often 
than not, prisoners solely because of their poverty, for the poor 
can pay no bail, and the poor can ill afford a decent lawyer.  
Thus, prisons become social sinkholes for the poor and rejected, 
for in this city, poverty itself is a serious crime.

“Your presence here today is testament to the fact that a 
poor man, like myself, is worthy of your support, and for that, I 
thank you.  You’re standing against the prosecution of people 
solely for their political beliefs.  You’re standing against a state 
that crafts confessions out of whole cloth.  You’re standing 
against the state•s capital of death, a city that rivals the Death 
Belt of the Deep South in its return of death sentences.  You’re 
standing against the corruption of the government that runs on 
the political promises of death.  We stand today in support of 
freedom, in a city that boasts more prisoners than most states, in 
a state that spends more on dungeons than schools, in a state 
that has criminalized education for the imprisoned. ...

“My case, which has attracted many of you here, is one case 
among many.  How many of you know of the MOVE Nine, men 
and women sentenced to a century in state dungeons despite 
their innocence?  We must not just know that.  We must act on 
it, by building a powerful and militant movement with freedom 

continued from Page 1
me and two in front of me.  And they put me in a shower, 
handcuffed, through a little door.  Seventeen years!  Ain’t did 
nothin’. ... And the place is so filthy in there. ... I don’t wish that 
on any man or any woman. ... I went through torture. ... But they 
were tryin’ to break Anthony Porter, they couldn’t break Anthony 
Porter.”  He had been cleared as a result of research into his case 
conducted by a law school class two days before his scheduled 
execution date.  He was accompanied by several mothers of death 
row inmates who also told their stories of facing the judicial 
railroad.

The mother of Anthony Rosario, who was killed by New 
York City police along with her nephew Hilton Vega, gave a 
passionate speech against police brutality in New York and 
Philadelphia. “We must not tolerate any more abuse on our 
children, on our families.  Our young people are being killed, 
slaughtered, by the police, in all our cities, and this must stop!”

A number of prominent journalists and writers spoke as well.  
Journalist Dr. Manning Marable spoke on behalf of the Black 
Radical congress.  Longtime poet, writer and activist Amiri 
Baraka spoke of our need to back up our words with action.  Sis. 
Khepera, publisher of the BlackTrack Newspaper, spoke of the 
need to “escalate our activism.”

Njinga Conway, wife of Maryland Black Panther and Politi-
cal Prisoner Marshall “Eddie” Conway, gave an eloquent speech 
on the cases of Mumia and Eddie.  Pam Africa and Ramona 
Africa of MOVE spoke about Mumia’s case as well as that of the 
MOVE Nine.  Brian Henninger of the National Coalition to 
Abolish the Death Penalty in Washington, DC,  challenged 
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge and District Attorney Lynne 
Abraham, who have vowed to execute Mumia.  Solidarity mes-
sages were sent from, among many others, We Are The Village, 
the Rainbow Flags for Mumia, and activists and representatives 
from Germany and Guyana.
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free all political prisoners.  On a Move! Your Brother, Mumia 
Abu-Jamal, Live from Death Row.”

 The activities for Mumia are by no means finished.  July 4th will 
bring more actions in Philadelphia.  September 11th will bring 
Mumia 911, a National Day of Culture for Mumia.  The National 
Week for Mumia will be held September 19-25, ending with 
demonstrations and actions in 100 cities on September 25th.

as its goal, with justice as its goal, and with life at its center.  We 
can do this today, and this we must do, to transform our present 
into a new tomorrow.

“Revolutionary teacher John Africa says, ‘When you are 
committed to doing that which is right, the power of righteous-
ness will never betray you.’ Long live John Africa.  What you’re 
doing today is as righteous and as natural as a spring rain.  Let 
us continue to resist and build.  To freedom, to liberty, to life, 
On a Move!  Long live John Africa.  Free the MOVE Nine and 

AFRICAN NATIONALISM IN AMERICA
Guest Columnist: Sanifu Onaje Mwananchi

Balancing History, Theory and Practice
Part One: From Origins to UNIA

[EDITOR’S NOTE: Baba Sanifu Onaje Mwananchi is a veteran 
Community Organizer and Theater Artist, and is also the Founder 
and Director of the National Center for African Communitar-
ian Culture.  Baba Sanifu also produces and conducts a lecture 
series on Afrikan-American Communitarian Nationalism.  
This is Part One of a three-part essay presenting a history and 
brief analysis of Afrikan-American nationalism.]
 

“The forces in a developing social struggle are frequently 
buried beneath the visible surface and make themselves felt in 
many ways long before they burst out into the open.  These 
generative forces make themselves felt through the power of 
an idea long before their organizational form can openly 
challenge the establishment. ... In studying the growing pres-
sures within the (African American) community, I had not 
only to seek the opinions of the established leaders of the civil 
rights organizations but the opinions of those working within 
the penumbra of the movement--•underground•, so to speak.  
This is why I sought out Malcolm X, whose ideas had reached 
me through the medium of (African American) integrationists.  
Their thinking was already reflecting a high degree of nascent 
(Black) nationalism.”

         -- M. S. Handler (1964)  
  From the introduction,   
 The Autobiography of Malcolm X
 

Contrary to popular perception and as history reveals the 
ideological and organizational origin of nationalism as 
social movement among Africans in America preceded 

the advent of the so-called “civil rights” movement by at least two 
centuries.  Since the 1700’s African American Nationalism has 
been constructing itself on the foundation of, at least, five theoret-
ical and practical strategies: 1) Political Nationalism; 2) Eco-
nomic Nationalism; 3) Religious Nationalism; 4) Cultural 
Nationalism; and 5) Communitarian Nationalism.

History further proves that African nationalism in America is 
not the conquering, colonizing and oppressive form of national-
ism characteristic of Europe and its offspring.  Euro-Americans, 
particularly the ruling class, have historically sought to distort 
African American nationalism as “racist”, “anti-White”, 
“separatist” and “anti-Semitic”.  E.U. Essien-Udom has noted:
 

“Until the early part of this century, most Negro leaders and 
many individuals among the first generation of educated 

Negroes proudly styled themselves •race men• who were 
above all concerned with reconstructing the economic, moral, 
and cultural life of their people. ... This feeling of being ‘race 
men’ as opposed to racists is an inarticulate but common one 
among the Negro masses.  It was particularly exemplified in 
the lives and teachings of the Negro leaders of the nineteenth 
century, for these identified themselves with, and were contin-
uously involved in, the fate of the Negro masses without 
developing a racist ideology. ... The nationalist leaders con-
tend that the Negroes must become consciously aware of their 
identity as a group in America; they must realize their degra-
dation and strive by individual and collective effort to redeem 
their communities and regain their human dignity.”

 

Objectively, African nationalism in America is viewed by its 
adherents and allies as an empirically just liberatory project 

with a two-fold intent: 1) realization of community and 2) estab-
lishing social justice.  History clearly shows that Black nation-
building as a cultural, economic and political project had its origin 
in classical African civilizations, territories and nation-states, e.g., 
Nubia, Kemet, Ghana, Mali, Songhai and Zimbabwe, to name a 
few.  It is apparent that two highly valued thematic principles 
emanate from this early African nation-building: community 
orientation and social justice.  In his provocative work titled 
African Religions and Philosophies, John S. Mbiti writes:
 

“There exist, therefore, many laws, customs, set forms of 
behavior, regulations, rules, observances and taboos, consti-
tuting the moral code and ethics of a given community or 
society.  Some of these are held sacred, and are believed to 
have been instituted by God or national leaders.  They origi-
nate in the Zamani (past) where the forefathers are.  This 
gives sanctity to the customs and regulations of the communi-
ty. ... In human relationships there is emphasis on the concept 
of hierarchy based partly on age and partly on status.  In 
practice this amounts to a ladder ranging from God to the 
youngest child.  God is the creator and hence the parent of 
(hu)mankind and hold the highest position so that he is the 
final point of reference and appeal.  Beneath him are the 
divinities and spirits, which are more powerful than man and 
some of which were founders and forefathers of different 
societies.  Next come the living-dead, the more important ones 
being those who were full humans by virtue of going through 
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Beginning in the 1920’s, African American nationalism and, 
subsequently, African American culture underwent a severe 

disruption, mainly carried out through the planned disruption of 
the Universal Negro Improvement Association and African Com-
munities League (UNIA/ACL) and the political persecution of its 
founder and leader, the Honorable Marcus Mosiah Garvey.

Garvey’s movement represented not only the ideological and 
organizational crystallization of African American nationalism in 
the 20th century, it also made a significant contribution to Pan-
Africanism as an emerging social movement by mobilizing and 
organizing Africans worldwide to collectively struggle for com-
munity and social justice.  The Euro-American ruling class, 
obviously, viewed Garvey’s movement for African confraternity 
and political/economic autonomy as a definite threat to its posi-
tion as a globally dominant economic and political power, and 
quickly moved to destroy it.  In addition to the attacks from the 
U.S. government, Garvey became the target of the Euro-Ameri-
can political Left and the emerging Black petit-bourgeoisie as 
well as dissidents within the ranks of the UNIA and ACL.  The 
strategy employed by the political Left and Right was then, and 
continues to be to this day: to effect a permanent dichotomization 
of African American nationalism by distorting its dual thrust, i.e., 
the struggle for African community distorted as •reverse racism•, 
“anti-White”, etc., and the struggle for social justice distorted or 
actually manipulated into becoming a stagnantly recurring protest 
movement for “civil rights”, that is, assimilation into the Euro-
American cultural “mainstream”.  Subsequently, the NAACP, the 
National Urban League, and other “civil rights” organizations 
were promoted as the “legitimate” expressions of the Black 
freedom movement.  In fact, the civil rights movement main-
tained an ideological and organizational hegemony over the 
social struggles of Africans in America from the decline in the 
Garvey movement in 1925 up to the founding of the Organization 
of Afro-American Unity (OAAU) by E-Hajj Malik Al-Shabazz 
(Malcolm X) in 1964.  Noted Garvey scholar Tony Martin chron-
icled the systematic attacks on Garvey and the UNIA and ACL in 
RACE FIRST: The Ideological and Organizational Struggles of 
Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Associ-
ation:
 

“The role of the Department of Justice in this case was not an 
isolated event.  For much of the official surveillance of 
Garvey emanated from this department. ... The correspon-
dence soon found its way to the bureau•s J. Edgar Hoover, 
who demonstrated a more than passing acquaintance with 
Garvey.  He expressed genuine regret over the fact that 
Garvey had not yet violated any federal law making him 
liable to deportation.  He suggested, however, that proceed-
ings might be sustained against him for fraud in connection 
with the Black Star Line. ...

“The major point of disagreement between the (UNIA 
and NAACP) was undoubtedly the race question.  The 
NAACP had been formed largely through the exertions of 
White socialists and liberals and DuBois had been the sole 
Black member of its initial national executive committee.  Its 
national hierarchy in Garvey’s time continued to be domi-
nated by Whites.  Not unnaturally, therefore, the NAACP 
believed in interracial cooperation rather than in exclusively 
Black organization.  NAACP integrationism was not very 
different in this respect from the ‘progressive assimilationist 

the initiation rites, getting married and raising children. ... 
Authority is recognized as increasing from the youngest child 
to the highest being.  As for the individual, the highest author-
ity is the community of which he is a corporate member. ... 
Within this tightly knit corporate society where personal 
relationships are so intense and so wide, one finds perhaps 
the most paradoxical areas of African life.  This corporate 
type of life makes every member of the community danger-
ously naked in the sight of other members. ... Everybody 
knows everybody else: a person cannot be individualistic, but 
only corporate. ... The list of what should and should not be 
done is long and detailed so that a person is constantly 
confronted with moral demands throughout his life.  This is 
seriously so in the environment where the individual is con-
scious of himself in terms of ‘I AM BECAUSE WE ARE, AND 
SINCE WE ARE, THEREFORE I AM.’  And, as we have seen, 
within the African communities where kinship makes a person 
intensely •naked•, these moral demands are uncomfortably 
scrutinized by everybody so that a person who fails to live up 
to them cannot escape notice.  Therefore the essence of 
African morality is that it is more ‘societary’ than ‘spiritual’; 
it is a morality of •conduct• rather than a morality of ‘being’.  
This is what one might call ‘dynamic ethics’ rather than 
‘static ethics’, for it defines what a person does rather than 
what he is.  Conversely, a person is what he is because of 
what he does, rather than that he does what he does because 
of what he is.”

 

Given this, it stands to reason that the germinating kernel of 
African American culture in general and nationalism in 

particular is the continuing struggle to simultaneously realize 
community and establish social justice.  Therefore, it can be said 
that nationalism has never been peripheral to the evolution of 
African American culture, in fact, it has always been the central 
source of its social thought, movements and leadership.  Theoret-
ical and practical examples of this nexus between African Amer-
ican nationalism and culture can be found in the development of 
The Free African Society (1787), The African Masonic Lodge 
(1787), The African Institution (1812), The National Convention 
Movement (1830) and The Afric-American Female Intelligence 
Society (1831), and in the writings and speeches of David Walk-
er, Maria Stewart, Lewis J. Woodson, Anna Julia Cooper, Alex-
ander Crummell and Ida B. Wells-Barnett.  In his seminal essay 
titled The Conservation of Races (1897), W.E.B. DuBois ob-
served:
 

“There is no power under God’s high heaven that can stop the 
advance of ... honest, earnest, inspired and united people.  
But--and here is the rub--they must be honest, fearlessly 
criticizing their own faults, zealously correcting them; they 
must be earnest.  No people that laughs at itself, and ridicules 
itself, and wishes to God it was anything but itself ever wrote 
its name in history; it must be inspired with the divine faith of 
our Black mothers, that out of the blood and dust of battle will 
march a victorious host, a mighty nation, a peculiar people, 
to speak to the nations of earth a divine truth that shall make 
them free.  And such a people must be united ... united in 
serious organizations, to determine by careful conference and 
thoughtful interchange of opinion the broad outlines of policy 
and action for the American Negro.”
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tendencies’ of the communists, and Garvey was opposed to 
both.  He was particularly opposed to the position of control 
exercised by Whites in the NAACP.  He described this state of 
affairs as an insult and and thought the NAACP’s White 
leaders •wish Negroes to go only so far and no further.•  He 
considered them •spies for the rest of the White race• and saw 
them as a brake on the Black man•s self-reliance and a 
hindrance in the quest for Black nationalism. ...

“The ‘Marcus Garvey Must Go’ campaign represented 
essentially a temporary alliance of convenience between 
Black socialists, represented principally by A. Philip Ran-
dolph and Chandler Owen, some Black Urban League offi-
cials, the NAACP, and miscellaneous other Black 
integrationists.  It represented a formidable coalition of the 
most influential Black integrationist leaders in the land.  
Many of them had previously crossed swords with one an-
other in their competition for leadership of the Afro-American 
masses, and many were to cross swords after the removal of 
Garvey, but for the moment they were willing to cooperate in 

the face of the Garvey steamroller which threatened to crush 
them all.”

 

Noting the historical influence of the Honorable Marcus 
Mosiah Garvey and the UNIA and ACL, Martin further 

wrote:
 

“Garvey bestrode the Black world like no one else and all 
those in power there, or aspiring to influence therein, were 
forced to deal with him.  In a way his legacy continues to 
bestride the Black world.  An impressive array of tendencies 
within the Black revolution of the 1960’s and 1970’s have 
identified him as a formative influence.  Whether it is the 
Muslims, with Elijah Muhammad’s Garveyite origins, or 
Afro-Americans in mainstream electoral politics, or Malcolm 
X, whose father was a UNIA organizer, or Kwame Nkrumah 
and Jomo Kenyatta in Africa, or the Rastafarians in Jamaica-
-it seems that there is a Garveyite lurking in the past of many 
a contemporary Black political activist or organization.”


